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Associate in Arts and Associate In Science students will be able to apply the scientific method to a problem.
Associate In Arts and Associate In Science students will be able to construct and deliver a persuasive speech.
Associate In Arts and Associate in Science students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking skills.
Associate In Arts and Associate In Science students wlll be able to artlculate the historical significance of an event.
Associate In Arts and Associate In Science students wlll be able to demonstrate college level writing proficiency.
Associate In Arts and Associate In Science students wlll be able to forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques.

Pro_g_ram Outcomes
1. Scientific Method
2. Persuasive Speech
3. Critical Thinking Skills
4. Hlstorlcal Significance
5. Writing Proficiency
6. Forecast Outcomes/Math

Associate in Arts Degree Program - Course Student Learning Outcomes
COURSE
ENG 101

ENG 102

PSY 201

SPC 205

MAT 110

MAT 111

OUTCOMES
Reguired Courses - 12 hours
1. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic writing process: selecting a topic, gathering information
(including electronic information retrieval), determining a thesis, organizing main and secondary
points, developing ideas using evidence, drawing conclusions, editing, and revising.
2. Demonstrate development of an idea by selecting the most effective expository mode:
description, narration, definition, argument and persuasion, classification, comparison and
contrast, cause and effect, illustration and example, and process analysis.
3. Write a well-organized, well-developed essay in standard English.
4. Document sources using MLA style.
5. Demonstrate competence in basic word processing and computer skills necessary for
document preparation.
1. Identify the elements of literature.
2. Read selections in the three major genres: fiction, poetry, and drama.
3. Complete writing assignments in which literature theory, interpretation, and expression of
personal insight are discussed.
4. Complete assigned tests on the content and nature of genres covered in class.
5. Identify and use correctly major literary terms in all three genres.
6. Plan, research, and write a documented research report.
1. Define psychology and explain how it differs from other social science disciplines.
2. List and summarize the essential differences between the major historical "schools" of
psychology.
3. Differentiate between psychology and psychiatry.
4. List and explain the major specialties within the field of psychology.
5. Know the four goals of psychology.
6. Understand the scientific method.
1. Use appropriate pronunication, grammar, and articulation.
2. Prepare and deliver different types of speeches.
3. Organize the main points and format a speech through the preparation of an outline.
4. Prepare effective introductions and conclusions for your speeches.
5. Analyze an audience and adapt your speech to audience needs.
6. Conduct research for informative and persuasive speech and prepare an outline for both using
a minimum of three sources and citing those sources on a work cited page.
Mathematics - 3 hours
1. Graph linear, quadratic, absolute value, polynomial, exponential, and logarithmic functions
using algebraic concepts and the graphing calculator.
2. Demonstrate the ability to interpret graphs using concepts such as domain/range,
increasing/decreasing, end behavior, turning points, etc.
3. Apply appropriate techniques, including inverse operations and proportion methods, to solve
linear, quadratic, absolute value, polynomial, rational, and radical equations and inequalities
both analytically and graphically.
4. Perform fundamental operations with complex numbers.
5. Understand and apply polynomial theorems about remainders, factors, zeros, etc.
6. Determine inverses for various functions.
1. Demonstrate a working knowledge of trigonometric values of all angles in both radian and
degree measure.
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2. Understand the circular functions and their graphs.
3. Prove trigonometric identities.
4. Define, graph, and use inverse trigonometric functions.
5. Solve trigonometric equations.
6. Solve right and oblique triangles, including application and vector problems.
MAT120 1. Organize qualitative data to produce bar, line, or circle graphs.
2. Organize quantitative data to produce histograms and pareto plots.
3. Calculate statistics of central tendency for data or frequency tables using formulae, statistical
calculators, or computer software.
4. Calculate statistics of variability for data or frequency tables using formulae, statistical
calculators, or computer software.
5. Calculate measures of position to include standard scores, quartiles, deciles, or percentiles.
6. Demonstrate the ability to interpret graphs by answering questions about bar, line, or circle
graphs, histograms, or the Empirical Rule.
MAT130 1. Find limits of functions if they exist.
2. Determine if functions are continuous.
3. Find the average and instantaneous rates of change.
4. Find derivatives using the limit of a difference quotient.
5. Find derivatives of polynomial, rational, exponential, and logarithmic functions using
differentiation rules.
6. Solve applications involving a variety of differentiation techniques.
Natural Science - 8 hours
BIO 101 1. Student will comply with personal protective equipment (PPE) , handle and dispose of
chemicals and biohazards properly, and use laboratory equipment in a safe manner.
2. Upon completion of BIO 101, 70% of students will be able to demonstrate an ability to identify
an unknown through effective completion of an experiment.
BIO 102 1. Student will comply with personal protective equipment (PPE) , handle and dispose of
chemicals and biohazards properly, and use laboratory equipment in a safe manner.
2. Upon completion of BIO 102, students will be able to demonstrate an ability to identify an
unknown through effective completion of an experiment.
BIO 210 1. Upon completion of BIO 210, 100% of students will be able to demonstrate compliance with
personal protective equipment (PPE) standards where appropriate in laboratory investigative
work, demonstrate precaution in the handling and disposal of chemical materials, and
demonstrate the safe use of laboratory equipment.
2. Upon completion of BIO 210, 75% of students will be able to construct a tracing with correct
spelling.
BIO 211 1. Upon completion of BIO 211, 100% of students will be able to demonstrate compliance with
personal protective equipment (PPE) standards where appropriate in laboratory investigative
work, demonstrate precaution in the handling and disposal of chemical materials, and
demonstrate the safe use of laboratory equipment.

BIO 225

2. Upon completion of BIO 211, 75% of student will be able to calculate mean arterial pressure
(MAP) and basal metabolic rate (BMR).
1. The student will read a case study of a patient with a microbial infection and identify the
infection and the etiologic agent based upon student recall, textbook/notebook search and
patient history.
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2. Upon completion of BIO 225, 75% of students will be able to demonstrate the skills of
research, experimentation, data collection, and presentation of scientific inquiry.
CHMll0 1. Upon completion of CHM 110, 100% of students will be able to demonstrate compliance with
personal protective equipment (PPE) standards where appropriate in laboratory investigative
work, demonstrate precaution in the handling and disposal of chemical materials, and
demonstrate the safe use of laboratory equipment.
2. Upon completion of CHM 110, 70% of students will be able to manipulate scientific data in a
variety of different unit systems to solve chemical problems.
CHM111 1. Upon completion of CHM 111, 100% of students will be able to demonstrate compliance with
personal protective equipment (PPE) standards where appropriate in laboratory investigative
work, demonstrate precaution in the handling and disposal of chemical materials, and
demonstrate the safe use of laboratory equipment.

PHS 101

PHS 102

PHY 201

PHY 202

ENG 201

ENG 202

ENG 205

2. Demonstrate the ability to reason and solve quantitative problems using a variety of formats
including words, tables, graphs, and mathematical expressions.
1. Upon completion of PHS 101, 70% of the students will be able to think critically and to use
appropriate concepts in analyzing problems.
2. Upon completion of PHS 101, 70% of the students will be able to integrate mathematical and
scientific principles with laboratory observations and measurements to determine, within the
margin of error, a physical quantity in nature.
1. Student will comply with personal protective equipment (PPE) , handle and dispose of
chemicals and biohazards properly, and use laboratory equipment in a safe manner.
2. Upon completion of PHS 102, students will be able to demonstrate an ability to identify an
unknown through effective completion of an experiment.
1. Upon completion of PHY 201, 70% of the students will be able to think critically and to use
appropriate concepts in analyzing problems.
2. Upon completion of PHY 201, 70% of the students will be able to integrate mathematical and
scientific principles with laboratory observations and measurements to determine, within the
margin of error, a physical quantity in nature.
1. Student will comply with personal protective equipment (PPE) , handle and dispose of
chemicals and biohazards properly, and use laboratory equipment in a safe manner.
2. Upon completion of PHS 202, students will be able to demonstrate an ability to identify an
unknown through effective completion of an experiment.
Literature - 3 hours
1. Identify the characteristics of the period (social, cultural, political, etc.).
2. Identify major writers, including women and minorities, and works of the Period.
3. Identify, read, and interpret examples of the various genres through the Period
4. Demonstrate factual knowledge of the literature.
5. Explore the relationships between literature, culture, and history.
6. Trace continuing themes in the literature.
1. Identify the characteristics of the period (social, cultural, political, etc.).
2. Identify major writers, including women and minorities, and works of the period.
3. Identify, read, and interpret examples of the various genres through the period.
4. Demonstrate factual knowledge of the literature.
5. Explore the relationships between literature, culture, and history.
6. Trace continuing themes in the literature.
1. Identify major works and authors of literary periods covered by this course.
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2. Analyze the general literary, historical, sociopolitical, religious, and cultural characteristics of
the literary periods covered by this course.
3. Demonstrate through analytical writing and oral discussion an understanding of the
development of themes and perspectives within the historical, social and cultural context of the
literary periods and reading selections from works covered in this course.

ENG 206

ENG 230

HIS 101

HIS 102

HIS 201

4. Demonstrate clear, mature writing and control of the English language rules.
5. Demonstrate effective analytical writing.
6. Demonstrate minimally proper academic/professional research skills.
1. Identify major works and authors of literary periods covered by this course.
2. Analyze the general literary, historical, sociopolitical, religious, and cultural characteristics of
the literary periods covered by this course.
3. Demonstrate through analytical writing and oral discussion an understanding of the
development of themes and perspectives within the historical, social and cultural context of the
literary periods and reading selections from works covered in this course.
4. Demonstrate clear, mature writing and control of the English language rules.
5. Demonstrate effective analytical writing.
6. Demonstrate minimally proper academic/professional research skills.
1. Identify major works and authors of the literary periods covered by this course.
2. Identify the general historical, socio-political, religious, and cultural characteristics of the
literary periods covered by this course.
3. Demonstrate the ability to read and comprehend representative selections from works
covered in this course.
4. Demonstrate through writing and oral discussion an understanding of the development of
themes and perspectives within the historical, socio-political, religious, and cultural context of
the literary periods covered by this course.
History - 3 hours
1. Students will establish relationships between historical facts and major trends present within
the context of Western society.
2. Students will better understand how present assumptions, values and practices emerged from
previous ideas and institutions. (i.e., the realization that we are products of our past.)
3. Students should also demonstrate the ability to communicate historical knowledge verbally
and through written analytical essays about historical issues.
1. Students will establish relationships between historical facts and major trends present within
the context of Western society.
2. Students will better understand how present assumptions, values and practices emerged from
previous ideas and institutions. (i.e., the realization that we are products of our past.)
3. Students should also demonstrate the ability to communicate historical knowledge verbally
and through written analytical essays about historical issues .
1. Think analytically and critically and communicate effectively his/her ideas in written form.
2. Explain the contributions of various cultures to American development.
3. Analyze the growth and evolution of the American political tradition.
4. Examine the role and relationship of government to the citizen during this formative period.
5. Differentiate between emerging patterns of development in ante-bellum society and explain
the factors that contributed to these patterns.
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HIS 202

ARV 123

ECO 210

ECO 211

FRE 101

6. Evaluate the influences that lead to a polarization of American society in the mid-nineteenth
century.
1. Think analytically and critically and communicate effectively his/her ideas in written form.
2. Explain the contributions of various cultures to American development.
3. Analyze the growth and evolution of the American political tradition.
4. Examine the role and relationship of government to the citizen during this formative period.
5. Differentiate between emerging patterns of development in ante-bellum society and explain
the factors that contributed to these patterns.
6. Evaluate the influences that lead to a polarization of American society in the mid-nineteenth
century.
Humanities and[or Social Sciences - minimum of 20 hours
1. Select artwork or graphics that will illicit a personal and general response.
2. Create communication material in graphic or three dimensional form.
3. Critique various communication techniques.
1. Define Economics and explain the basic themes that underlie it.
2. Explain and apply marginal analysis to decision-making.
3. Explain the relationship between dependent and independent variables.
4. Use graphs to show the relationship between variables.
5. Explain the relationship between scarcity, choice, and opportunity costs.
6. Sketch and explain the significance of the production possibility frontier to a market economy.
1. Define Economics and explain the basic themes that underlie it.
2. Explain and apply marginal analysis to decision-making.
3. Explain the relationship between dependent and independent variables.
4. Use graphs to show the relationship between variables.
5. Explain the relationship between scarcity, choice, and opportunity costs.
6. Sketch and explain the significance of the production possibility frontier to a market economy.
1. Speak and pronounce the language well enough to initiate and sustain a simple conversation
with a native speaker used to dealing with foreigners on familiar topics of a personal or survival
nature well enough to grasp the essential points. Topics include exchanging greetings, directions,
likes and dislikes, identifying people and things, expressing time and dates, and talking about
present or planned activities in the present tense and in complete sentences.
2. Comprehend the spoken language of a native speaker used to dealing with foreigners in
authentic situations such as telephone calls, receiving instructions through taped material,
conducting interviews well enough to grasp the main points and some details.
3. Read and comprehend simple authentic material such as forms, ads, and memos, and simple
texts dealing with situations from the real world, like advertisements, timetables, weather
forecasts, or any brief informative passage.
4. Write information of a practical nature, such as completing forms, giving directions and
instructions on familiar topics and practical needs, taking notes, or composing a short paragraph
in the present tense comprehensible to a native speaker on topics such as a classroom situation,
shopping, and day-to-day family activities (to include descriptions of family members).
5. Demonstrate an understanding of cultural similarities and differences, citing examples like
festivities, foods, art, music, or sports, and interacting with natives in specific or survival
situations.
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FRE 102

GEO 101

GEO 102

HIS 115

HIS 222
HIS 230

1. Understand the spoken language of a native speaker used to communicate with foreigners in
authentic situations such as telephone calls, receiving instructions, and conducting interviews
well enough to grasp the main points and some details.
2. Ask and answer questions in the present and past tenses in complete sentences, describe and
narrate in the present and past tenses, initiate, sustain and conclude a conversation on familiar
topics, and express opinions. A native used to dealing with foreigners should be able to
understand the student.
3. Read and understand more complex authentic materials such as advertisements, letters,
magazine articles and bills, well enough to grasp the main points and use the information.
4. Write well enough to be read and understood by a native speaker about present and past
events, leave messages, compose a letter, complete an application or form, and plan an
interview.
5. Better understand cultural similarities and differences, and demonstrate more in-depth
knowledge of cultural information learned in FRE 101.
1. Identify locations of the major physical, political and urban features on earth.
2. Identify key characteristics which explain the economic, political and cultural processes
affecting individual location choices and spatial patterns.
3. Define and describe how the concepts of population settlement, geopolitical frameworks and
cultural diversity contribute to geographic development.
4. Explain the major aspects of the human/environment interaction (e.g. resource use and
natural hazards).
5. Explain the major geologic and meteorological processes and the resulting patterns in the
environment.
6. Define and explain the methods used for geographic investigation.
1. Explain and apply basic locational principles used in the field of Geography.
2. Explain the concept of region and regional approach used by geographers.
3. Describe the dominant landform and climate patterns across the world, and understand their
cause and how they impact human activity.
4. Describe the basic patterns of human activity across the world and understand the basic
economics, social, cultural, and political geography that gives identity and character to these
realms and regions.
5. Locate on a world map the major realms and regions; and on regional maps, the significant
places within these realms and regions.
6. Understand the historical geography of different realms and regions and the major spatial
variables associated with their development.
1. Think analytically and critically and communicate effectively his/her ideas in written form.
2. Explain the contributions of Africa-American culture to American development.
3. Analyze the growth and evolution of the American society.
4. Examine the role and relationship of government to the citizens during this period.
5. Evaluate the influences that lead to a polarization of American society.
1. Students will be expected to evaluate critically the historical importance of women in society
from a global context.
1. Students will establish relationships between historical facts and major trends present within
the context of the American Civil War; to better understand how present assumptions, values
and practices emerged from previous ideas and institutions (i.e., the realization that we are
products of our past.)
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HSS 205

PHl101

PHlll0

PSC 201

PSC 215

PSY 105

PSY 203

2. The student should also demonstrate the ability to communicate historical knowledge verbally
and through written analytical essays about historical issues.
1. Explain how technology improves the quality of life and why it should be used responsibly.
2. Understand the importance of technological events and breakthroughs in U.S. history.
3. Improve students reading, writing, & cognitive skills.
1. Demonstrate listening skills.
2. Develop a habit of thinking.
3. Develop a sense of inquiry.
4. Identify faulty reasoning.
5. Recognize relationships.
6. Develop arguments (main/supporting)
1. Demonstrate listening skills.
2. Develop a habit of thinking.
3. Develop a sense of inquiry.
4. Identify faulty reasoning.
5. Recognize relationships.
6. Develop arguments (main/supporting)
1. Trace the history of the development of the US Constitution and the governmental system it
created.
2. Discuss how the American political system operates.
3. Identify the rights and responsibilities of US citizens.
1. Identify the role(s) of the States in our federal system of government.
2. Describe the relationship between State and local levels of government.
3. Identify various components of the structure of State and local governments and the roles of
those components.
1. The student will understand the qualities necessary in establishing and maintaining
interpersonal relationships.
2. The student will achieve an increased awareness of self and be able to appreciate his/her
individual uniqueness.
3. The student will gain an understanding of learning theory as it relates to relationships with
others, as well as be able to recognize the key qualities essential in changing desired behavior
patterns.
4. The student will understand how to achieve a balance between emotional expression and
control.
5. The student will be able to identify effective communication procedures and use them
properly in order to function more effectively in his/her interpersonal relationships.
6. The student will gain an increased awareness of the key elements involved in establishing and
maintaining special friendships and love relationships.
1. Define psychology and explain how it differs from other social science disciplines.
2. List and summarize the essential differences between the major historical "schools" of
psychology.
3. Differentiate between psychology and psychiatry.
4. List and explain the major specialties within the field of psychology.
5. Know the four goals of psychology.
6. Understand the scientific method.
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PSY 208

REL 103

soc 101

soc 205

1. Identify trends and changes in the past and present that influenced sexual attitudes and values
of themselves and others in the United States and be aware of how some of these values differ
from those in other cultures.
2. Identify various parts of their sexual anatomy and be aware of how these parts function.
3. Interact with others on a social and sexual basis to achieve fulfilling relationships. Describe the
various sexual diseases and dysfunctions, how their risk can be minimized, and how they can be
dealt with if they occur.
4. Describe methods of contraception and abortion and state their own standards and values
related to these issues.
5. Describe various types of unconventional sexual behavior, the factors that contribute to this
behavior, and why they are considered unconventional. Describe the reasons for, and the effects
of, commercial sex (prostitution and pornography).
6. Describe the causes of sexual assault, how to minimize the probability of such assault, and
what to do after an assault has occurred.
1. Develop an understanding of the world's religious heritage.
2. Recognize and compare the religions of prehistoric and tribal peoples (including Native
American and African religions).
3. Demonstrate an understanding of the eastern religions, such as Hinduism, Buddhism, and
religions of east Asia.
4. Demonstrate an understanding of the monotheistic religions, such as Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam.
5. Demonstrate ability to conduct research (library and internet) and write a paper on a religious
topic.
6. Demonstrate listening skills.
1. Demonstrate a sociological perspective on social behavior that is based on the scientific
method.
2. Recognize the social behavior of people from diverse cultures.
3. Understand, recognize, and apply the concept of cultural relativism.
4. Understand the process of socialization and how we become social beings.
5. Identify and interpret interactions that take place in social groups and institutions.
6. Identify and understand the influence of gender, age, social class, ethnic group, geographic
region, or nationality on the different ways people act, feel, think, and define themselves and
their situation.
1. Develop a sociological perspective on issues and behaviors associated with various social
problems.
2. Recognize the personal, social, economic, and political implications of various social problems
on the individuals affected and on society at large.
3. Recognize the cultural relevance of social problems, and the basic concept of cultural
relativism and human diversity as applied to their analysis of societal issues.
4. Understand the process of identifying an issue as a social problem, and recognize the
differences between subjective (personal) ideas and concerns and objective (fact based)
conditions.
5. Identify and understand the influence of gender, age, social class, ethnicity, religion,
geographic region, or nationality on the different ways people act, feel, think, and define
themselves in relation to social problems.
6. Identify and understand fundamental patterns of conflict present in society as related to
interpersonal, group, and societal reactions to social problems.
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soc 220

SPA 101

SPA 102

ARV 123

BUS 123

COL 103

1. Students will recognize and understand the dynamic nature of marriages, families, and
intimate relationships.
2. Students will recognize, confront, and dispel prominent myths about marriages, families, and
intimate relationships.
3. Students will see the interactive relationships of race, class, and gender.
4. Students will make informed choices and decisions in their own marriage, family, and intimate
relationships.
1. Recognize definite & indefinite articles.
2. Identify contractions "al" & "del".
3. Identify gender & number of nouns.
4. Identify negative & interrogative sentences.
5. Identify subject pronouns.
6. Identify present tense of regular -ar, -er, and -ir verbs, irregular yo-forms as well as several
irregular verbs.
1. Recognize indirect and direct object pronouns.
2. Identify gustar and similar verbs.
3. Recognize forms and uses of preterite and imperfect.
4. Recognize indefinite and negative expressions.
5. Recognize impersonal constructions with " se".
6. Recognize adverbs ending on -mente.
Electives - 12-15 hours {Excluding courses used for another categorl£}
1. Select artwork or graphics that will illicit a personal and general response.
2. Create communication material in graphic or three dimensional form.
3. Critique various communication techniques.
1. Analyze the kinds of criminal behavior which they may confront in business.
2. Identify the various degrees of "fault" involved in the various types of tortuous conductintentional torts, negligent torts, product liability, and strict liability torts.
3. Categorize the elements of a valid and enforceable contract the adjectives used to classify
contracts.
4. Construct what will generally be held to a "bad" bargain if they entered into it knowingly and
willingly, that the courts are not in the business of changing the economic result produced by the
deal which the parties freely and fairly negotiated.
5. Identify situations where a contract (or what appears to be a contract) ought not to be
enforced.
6. State the most significant group of persons with less than full contractual capacity. Student
show know who these persons are (or may be, depending on the state where the contract is
made), and what the results may be in terms of enforcement of the contract.
1. Take charge of your life. You will learn how to take greater personal responsibility, gaining
more control over the outcomes and experiences that you create both in college and in life.
2. Increase self-motivation. You will learn to create greater inner motivation by, among other
things, discovering your own personally meaningful goals and dreams.
3. Improve personal self-management. You will learn numerous strategies for taking control of
your time and energy, allowing you to move more effectively and efficiently toward the
accomplishment of your goals and dreams.
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ENG 238

4. Develop interdependence. You will learn how to develop mutually supportive relationships
with people who will help you achieve your goals and dreams as you assist them to achieve
theirs.
5. Increase self-awareness. You will learn how to understand and revise your self-defeating
patterns of behavior, thought, and emotion as well as your unconscious limiting beliefs.
6. Maximize your learning. You will learn key research on how the human brain learns. You will
apply this knowledge to develop your own learning system, giving you the keys to learning
important course content in college as well as becoming a more effective lifelong learner.
1. Write original works which contain the following elements: Theme, Setting, Characters, Plot,
Point of View, Description, Dialogue.
2. Prepare manuscripts in the following areas: Fiction, Poetry, Drama, Film and Television.
3. Market his or her work using the following tools: Publications for writers, Queries, and Agents.

HIS115

HIS222
HIS230

HSS205

PHS101

PHS102

REL 103

1. Think analytically and critically and communicate effectively his/her ideas in written form.
2. Explain the contributions of Africa-American culture to American development.
3. Analyze the growth and evolution of the American society.
4. Examine the role and relationship of government to the citizens during this period.
5. Evaluate the influences that lead to a polarization of American society.
1. Students will be expected to evaluate critically the historical importance of women in society
from a global context.
1. Students will establish relationships between historical facts and major trends present within
the context of the American Civil War; to better understand how present assumptions, values
and practices emerged from previous ideas and institutions (i.e., the realization that we are
products of our past.)
2. The student should also demonstrate the ability to communicate historical knowledg� verbally
and through written analytical essays about historical issues.
1. Explain how technology improves the quality of life and why it should be used responsibly.
2. Understand the importance of technological events and breakthroughs in U.S. history.
3. Improve students reading, writing, & cognitive skills.
1. State 4 fundamental quantities of nature.
2. State the units in which these fundamental quantities are measured.
3. Explain the concept of density and explain how it is different from mass.
4. State how the gram, meter, and second are defined.
5. Do unit conversions.
6. Express results of calculations with proper significant figures.
1. Name the objects that are gravitationally bound with the sun.
2. Describe the shape, motions, relative size, and positions of the objects that make up the solar
system.
3. State the 2 major motions of the earth, and give proof for each one.
4. List the terrestrial planets and the Jovian planets, and state several ways in which they are
different.
5. Describe and differentiate among comets, asteroids, and meteoroids.
6. State briefly the protoplanet for the formation of the solar system.
1. Develop an understanding of the world's religious heritage.
2. Recognize and compare the religions of prehistoric and tribal peoples (including Native
American and African religions).
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3. Demonstrate an understanding of the eastern religions, such as Hinduism, Buddhism, and
religions of east Asia.
4. Demonstrate an understanding of the monotheistic religions, such as Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam.
5. Demonstrate ability to conduct research (library and internet) and write a paper on a religious
topic.
6. Demonstrate listening skills.
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Semester
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Wr ltten Communications: Students will construct a composition that is: clear, wen-organized,
_
informative, grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
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topic, gathering informatlon (including electronic Information
Write a well-organized, well-delTeloped
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essay In st;mdar-d English.
points, dweloping Ideas using evidence, drawlng .conclusions, editing,
and revising.
J. /}t��Ui:ntJiijtiY.�, Ji\;·,:� i(i-.L�·ii1�0fiii2ti��fSit.�}i 1:;L.:,summat1ve. _ . . .. :. , \ \:., ,�JJor.mai:1ve

f, .':;:fr.tnafExcioF '? J '!'\ -�lssayia.,fii!fiff: ::?ii :t, '.
77

73
66
80
80
75
84
63
89
90
64
86
92
76
70
0
78.21428571
Yes

82
70
63
7S
80
54
79
60
78
74
59
67
87
29
70

so

68.35714286
No

·, Final Exam

.. ,,�- � · .' .

--

77
73
.,.
66
.. 80
80
75
84
63
89
90
64
86
92
76
70
0
78.21428571
Yes

Essay ;1. Draft
82
70
63
75
80
54
79
60
78

74

59
67
87
29
70
50
68.35714286
No

(,,__--.),

(-�

-)

___.,/

Semester

FDTC PROGRAM OR COURSE, ENG 101

f'all 2016- Traditional

Written Communications: Students will construct a composition that is: clear, wellorganized, informative, grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.

Course Section ID
ENG 101-01
ENG 101-02
ENG 101-03
ENG 101-04
ENG 101-05
ENG 101-06
'ENG 101-07
ENG 101-08
ENG 101-09
ENG 101-11
ENG 101-12
ENG 101-13
ENG 101-14
ENG 101-15
ENG 101-16
ENG 101-17
ENG 101-19
ENG 101-22
ENG 101-21
ENG 101-65
71
80
81
90
95
ENG 101-109
ENG 101-161
902

"''-

"'

,]1(11 .

..

..

Demonstrate knowlei:lge ohhe:basic writing process:
selecting a topic, gathering information {lncludlng
Write a well-organized, well-developed
electronic information retrieval), determining a thesis,
essay in standard English.
organizing main and secondary polnts, developing ideas
using evidence, drawing conflusi_ons,. ed_iting, and re11ising.
�!zt��summ�tiY.��t,;�t ;\��i{t:t'�£-�l�JO:fit!Y.e)�-hi�t1i� Z:/�\�iJ�S.tih:i_ffiitfie·:.;t\f�:;�5 t:t�/.r:����i)JiEQf:O'f:atN..��::\ :" _-._ -<... �:-_ '.

1?::;:ttrmnqrr!xamk?�.��.11 ��s?:.Es'$ay;:a.to.r.'ifft:1-�.-:;:; ;;,i2'f1ilfiiil!t#ImY ·' < .·. ,, \:Y1:?tss"ifv,1r.6ro/f: .. - ·
71
78
65
56
70
70
77
65
83
61
65
66
59
71
57
63
63
65

87
67
68
86
80
79
59
58
91

73
78
44
67
75
74
79
74
90
76
67
71
94
76
63
62
58
82
87
81
69
78
69
85
90
49
73
88

0
69.89285714
No

50
74
Yes

0
69.89285714
No

71
78
65
56
70
70
77
65
83
61
65
66
59
71
57
63
63
65

77

.-

ial Percentage
chmarl< Achieved?

70

70

77

87
67
68
86
80
79
59
58
91

70

73
78
44
67
75
74
79
74
90
76
67
71
94
76
63
62
58
82
87
81
69
78
69
85
90
49
73

88

70

so

74
Yes

c=)

(---�-.-··.,,

U/
C
0
:;::
(,)
(I)

College Algebra

i: =�=1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Total

MAT.110
MAT110
MAT110
MAT110
MAT110
MAT110
MAT 1,10
MAT110
MAT110
MAT110
MAT110

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
let
21
210
33

MAT 110 Traditional

()
� __
..

.....

FDTC Associate in Arts Degree
MATH (Traditional): Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes
using appropriate mathematical techniques

17
20
20
18
14
22
22
11
9
22
11

15
18
17
16
12
20
19
9
8
20
11

186

165

88.2%
90.0%
85.0%
88.9%
85.7%
90.9%
86.4%
81.8%
88.9%
90.9%
100.0%

88.7%
Goal is
Number of sections
Number of sections that met goal
Percent that met goal

90.0%
11
4
36.4%

(r···,.,_
;
I
... _)

'-

J
!

,··)

;�-\

\·�-,_....·)

FDTC Associate in Arts Degree

College Algebra

i: =�=11 MAT 110
21 MAT 110
31 MAT 110

58
59
157

Total I MAT 110 Traditional

10
8
14

32

MATH (Online): Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using
appropriate mathematical techniques

,;i�:r::,:�\}:r�t.tmffi�'t!Y.��:11N.1iroJ:�riW.ltO.ft�t�ffe({��ijJ!tt�-:��;;1J��.t:t:t{�id!Jt:���::J;z�t1trir1t�Jtit ttt;�g��t����n:itE!j
7

70.0%
87.5%
100.0%

7

14

28

87.5%
Goal is
Number of sections
Number of sections that met goal
Percent that met goal

90.0%
3

1
33.3%

/

__)

(-)
,_.,.

·,

\ _../
_

,

FDTC Associate in Arts Degree
J
�

qollege Algebra

i:
1 MAT.110
2 MAT110
3 MATll0
4 MAT110

Total

MATH (Dual Enrollment): Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast
outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques

=�=re
64
61
105
82

MAT 110 Traditional

15
14
7
20

56

14
12
7
18

51

93.3%
85.7%
100.0%
90.0%

91.1%
Goal is
Number of sections
Number of sections that met goal
Percent that met goal

90.0%
4
3
75.0%

(_ _)

---�

Cl)
C
0

Probabilty &
Statistics

i = =�=-

U)

1
2
3
4
5
Total

--)

(·,_.......-

_

MAT120
MAT 120
MAT120
MAT120
MAT120

01
02
03
21
6wc

MAT 110 Traditional

FDTC Associate in Arts Degree
MATH (Traditional): Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using
appropriate mathematical techniques

21
23
24
20
5

19
22
22
15
2

93

80

I

90.5%
95.7%
91.7%
75.2%
40.0%

86.1%
Goal is
Number of sections
Number of sections that met goal
Percent that met goal

90.0%
5
3
60.0%

\...... .-'

"'
:B

1
2
3
4
Total

MAT120
MAT120
MAT 120
MAT120

61
65
66
902

MAT 110 Traditional

·-..�.....I

'.

FDTC Associate in Arts Degree

Probabilty &
Statistics

i= =
�

i ,----.,)

(�)

(·--,

MATH (Online): Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using
appropriate mathematical techniques

�=m

15

9
14
6
14

46

43

9
14
8

100.0%
100.0%
75.0%
93.3%

93.5%
Goal is
Number of sections
Number of sections that met goal
Percent that met goal

90.0%
4
3
75.0%

\
__

1/)
C
0
Cl)
(/)

c

i

. ·�\

(....
\. )

/
!
\•..... /

\ ··-.....·)

FDTC Associate in Arts Degree

Probabilty &
Statistics

MATH (Online): Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using
appropriate mathematical techniques

= = �=--�

11 MAT 120
21 MAT 120

ab1e·:to:<moaena·,r.Eial1woi:1ctra'· ·1icatidn:,Witli':a <·
courieYSt'i.id�'rit1lear.fiin· ,0"t.itcome:,.students1willtb'ti:
•
i
0

54
58

Total I MAT 110 Traditional

8
14

22

5
13

62.5%
93.3%

18

82.1%
Goal is
Number of sections
Number of sections that met goal
Percent that met goal

90.0%
2
1
50.0%

Florence-Darlington Technical College
AA/AS Programs
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan

Course Category: � Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online D Web Facilitated D Dual Enrollment D DL
General Education Learning Outcome: Written Communications: Students will construct a composition that is clear, well-organized, informative,
grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
Course
Number
ENG 101

Course Student Learning
Assessment
Outcome
Method
Write a well-organized, well- Final Exam
developed essay in standard
English.

Benchmark

Final Exam
Demonstrate knowledge of
the basic writing process:
selecting a topic, gathering
information (including
electronic information
retrieval), determining a
thesis, organizing main and
secondary points, developing
ideas using evidence,
drawing conclusions, editing,
and revising.

70%

SEP(Data Collection V2)
9-2016

70%
!.:.

"

Actual Level of Action Plan
Time Interval
Achievement
68.8%
As instructors
One semester
familiarize themselves
with a new textbook and
companion application,
instructors should be
better prepared to use
the material in engaging
students. A midsemester natural
disaster disrupted
instruction for weeks.
68.8%
As instructors
One semester
familiarize themselves
with a new textbook and
companion application,
instructors should be
better prepared to use
the material in engaging
students. A midsemester natural
disaster disrupted
instruction for weeks.

(____ . i

(�)

Florence-Darlington Technical College
AA/AS Program
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan

Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended IZl Online D Web Facilitated D Dual Enrollment D DL
General Education Learning Outcome: Written Communications: Students will construct a composition that is clear, well-organized, informative,
grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
Course
Number
ENGlOl

Course Student Learning
Assessment
Outcome
Method
Write a well-organized, well- Final Exam
developed essay in standard
English.

Benchmark

Demonstrate knowledge of
Final Exam
the bas'ic writing process:
selecting a topic, gathering
information (including
electronic information
retrieval), determining a
thesis, organizing main and
secondary points, developing
ideas using evidence,
drawing conclusions, editing,
and revising.

70%

SEP(Data Collection V2)
9-2016

70%

Actual Level of Action Plan
Time Interval
Achievement
78.21%
As instructors
One semester
familiarize themselves
with a new textbook and
companion application,
instructors should be
better prepared to use
the material in engaging
students.
78.21%
As instructors
One semester
familiarize themselves
with a new textbook and
companion application,
instructors should be
better prepared to use
the material in engaging
students.

i
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Florence-Darlington Technical College
AAASProgram
Assessment-Systematic EvaluationPlan

\,,___.. /

Course Category: � Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online D Web Facilitated D Dual Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques.

Course
Number
MATll0

MAT120

Course Student
Learning Outcome

Assessment
Method

Benchmark

Actual Level of
Achievement

Action Plan

Time Interval

Students will be able to
model a real application
with a regression function
then make a prediction
with it.

SummativeComprehensive
Final Exam

90% of students
will answer the
question(s) on
the final exam
pertaining to the
outcome

The percent was
88.7%

The shortfall could be due to
the hurricane that disrupted
classes this semester and
because the department
made the measurement from
all exams and not just the
exams of the students who
passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

Measured in Fall
2016 Fall 2020

Students will be able to
model a real application
with a regression function
then make a prediction
with it.

SummativeComprehensive
Final Exam

90% of students
will answer the
question(s) on
the final exam
pertaining to the
outcome

The percent was
86.1%

The shortfall could be due to
the hurricane that disrupted
classes this semester and
because the department
made the measurement from
all exams and not just the
exams of the students who
passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

Measured in Fall
2016 Fall 2020

SEP(Data Collection V2)
9-2016 Fall 2020

c·· - --,)
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Florence-Darlington Technical College
AAASProgram
Assessment-Systematic EvaluationPlan

Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended IZl Online D Web Facilitated D Dual Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques.

Course
Number
MATll0

MAT120

Course Student
Learnine: Outcome

Assessment
Method

Benchmark

Actual Level of
Achievement

Action Plan

Time Interval

Students will be able to
model a real application
with a regression function
then make a prediction
with it.

SummativeComprehensive
Final Exam

90% of students
will answer the
question(s) on
the final exam
pertaining to the
outcome

The percent was
87.5%

The shortfall could be due to
the hurricane that disrupted
classes this semester and
because the department
made the measurement from
all exams and not just the
exams of the students who
passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

Measured in Fall
2016 Fall 2020

Students will be able to
model a real application
with a regression function
then make a prediction
with it.

SummativeComprehensive
Final Exam

90% of students
will answer the
question(s) on
the final exam
pertaining to the
outcome

The percent was
82.1%

The shortfall could be due to
the hurricane that disrupted
classes this semester and
because the department
made the measurement from
all exams and not just the
exams of the students who
passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

Measured in Fall
2016 Fall 2020

SEP(Data Collection Y2)
9-2016 Fall 2020
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Florence-Darlington Technical College
AAASProgram
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan

Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online D Web Facilitated IZI Dual Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques.

Course
Number
MATll0

MAT120

Course Student
Learnin2 Outcome

Assessment
Method

Benchmark

Actual Level of
Achievement

Action Plan

Time Interval

Students will be able to
model a real application
with a regression function
then make a prediction
with it.

SummativeComprehensive
Final Exam

90% of students
will answer the
question(s) on
the final exam
pertaining to the
outcome

The percent was
91.1%

The goal was achieved.
Better results could be
achieved if the hurricane did
not disrupt classes this
semester and because the
department made the
measurement from all exams
and not just the exams of the
students who passed the
course with a grade of C or
better.

Measured in Fall
2016 Fall 2020

Students will be able to
model a real application
with a regression function
then make a prediction
with it.

SummativeComprehensive
Final Exam

90% of students
will answer the
question(s) on
the final exam
pertaining to the
outcome

The percent was
93.5%

The goal was achieved.
Better results could be
achieved if the hurricane did
not disrupt classes this
semester and because the
department made the
measurement from all exams
and not just the exams of the
students who passed the
course with a grade of C or
better.

Measured in Fall
2016 Fall 2020

SEP(Data Collection V2)
9-2016 Fall 2020

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
[Arts and Sciences]

Course Name: ENG 101
Faculty: Russell Joye
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016

Course Category: � Traditional D Hybrid/Blended O Online D Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Written Communications: Students will construct a composition
that is: clear, well-organized, informative, grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
Course Student Learning Outcome:
Demonstrate knowledge of the basic writing process: selecting a topic, gathering information (including
electronic information retrieval), determining a thesis, organizing main and secondary points, developing
idea� using evidence, drawing conclusions, editing, and revising.
Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances:
Overall, students demonstrate a familiarity with the basic organization required for effective
communication. The five paragraph model is a popular pattern.
Weaknesses in student performances:
Some students display a lack of understanding in paragraph-level organization and paragraph ordering. A
few students lacked appropriate conclusions from their organization of ideas.
Recommended Action(s):
Instructors should emphasizf the roles of paragraphs to students and demonstrate them through essay
patterns other than the five-paragraph model.

When Action will be implemented:
Spring 2017

D ata Comoanson:
Measurement
Instrument
Exam

Essay 1
SEP(Summary)V2
9-2016

2016
Summer- Startup
Benchmark
70%
60%

2016
Fall
Benchmark
70%
68.89%

74%

20

20

Benchmark

Benchmark

I
\'

I

I

**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards .

'.
\....�_./

Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:

···.

\ ..__/'

SEP(Summary}V2
9-2016

I

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
Course Name: ENG 101

[Arts and Sciences]

Faculty: Russell Joye
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended 12) Online D Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Written Communications: Students will construct a composition
that is: clear, well-organized, informative, grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
Course Student Learning Outcome:
Demonstrate knowledge of the basic writing process: selecting a topic, gathering information (including
electronic information retrieval), determining a thesis, organizing main and secondary points, developing
ideas using evidence, drawing conclusions, editing, and revising.
Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances:
Overall, students demonstrate a familiarity with the basic organization required for effective
communication. The five paragraph model is a popular pattern.
----..

/ \I
· ..... _.,,/
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__

Weaknesses in student performances:
Some students display a lack of understanding in paragraph ordering for increased effectiveness.
Transitions between paragraphs should be improved.
Recommended Action(s):
Instructors should train students to recognize effective transitions. More emphasis should be given to
demonstrating essay writing in other than the five-paragraph model.

When Action will be implemented:
Spring 2017

Data Comoar1son:
Measurement
Instrument
Exam
Essay 1
SEP{Summary)V2
9-2016

2016
Summer- Startuo
Benchmark
70%
60%

2016
Fall
Benchmark
70%
78.21%
68.36%

20

20

Benchmark

Benchmark

I

I

I

**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:

,,----.._

(
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.
(
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)
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SEP(Summary)V2
9-2016

I

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
/'-'\

�

I
', _/

Course Name: ENG 101

[Arts and Sciences]

Faculty: Russell Joye
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: � Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online D Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Written Communications: Students will construct a composition
that is: clear, well-organized, informative, grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
Course Student Learning Outcome:
Write a well-organized, well-developed essay in standard English.
Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances:
Overall, students demonstrate the ability to correctly punctuate sentence endings and use complex and
compound sentence structures for variety.

C)

Weaknesses in student performances:
Many students still demonstrate a deficiency in conjugating verbs. Awkward sentence structures are also
problematic, and sentence-level errors should be more infrequent.
Recommended Action{s):
Instructors should spend a greater portion of the semester in reviewing verbs and sentence structures. For
some classes, this instruction currently seems to extend through no more than a few class meetings.

When· Action will be implemented:
Spring 2017

Data Comoanson:
Measurement
Instrument

2016
Summer- Sta1iup
Benchmark
70%
60%

2016
Fall
Benchmark
70%
68.89%

Final Exam
Essay 1

SEP(Summary)V2
9-2016

74%

20

20

Benchmark

Benchmark

**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
�"
:
)
------,_...,,.,

Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:

(-)
'-,._/

,··· -

i
(
',__/

SEP(Summary)V2
9-2016

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
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Course Name: ENG 101

[Arts and Sciences]

Faculty: Russell Joye
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: D Traditional O Hybrid/Blended lg] Online O Web Facilitated O Dual
Enrollment O DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Written Communications: Students will construct a composition
that is: clear, well-organized, informative, grammatically correct, and free of spelling errors.
Course Student Learning Outcome:
Write a well-organized, well-developed essay in standard English.
Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances:
Overall, students demonstrate the ability to avoid sentence-level errors, to conjugate verbs, and to
punctuate sentence endings.
(-")
\,_j

Weaknesses in student perfor111ances:
Many students still misplace commas or commit errors with homophones. Awkward sentence structures
are also problematic.
Recommended Action{s):
Instructors should spend a portion of time every week covering grammar or spelling.

When Action will be implemented:
Spring 2017

D ata Comoarison:
Measurement
Instrument
Final Exam
,------...

(

Essay 1

)

\.._/

SEP(Summary}VZ.
9-2016

2016

Summer- Startup
Benchmark
70%
60%

2016

Fall
Benchmark
70%
78.21%
68.35%

20_

20

Benchmark

Benchmark

I **Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:

(\,
\

/

'-·.......__,_,/

\.J
SEP(Summary)\/2.
9-2016

Flo1·ence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report

(\
\ ____.,
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Course Name: MAT 110

[Associate in Arts/Science]

Faculty: Bob Indrihovic
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: 125] Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online 125] Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques
Course Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to model a real world application with a regression function

then make a prediction with it.

Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances: 88.7% were able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

Weaknesses in student performances: 11.3% were not able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

Recommended Action(s): The shortfall could be due to the hurricane that disrupted classes this semester and because
the department made the measurement from all exams and not just the exams of the students who passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

When Action will be implemented: In the next three-year cycle

SEP(Summary)V2

9-2016

I

r---,

Data Comoanson:

\'

\

\.__

__/

Measurement
Instrument
Comprehensive
Final Exam

2016

Spring- Startup
Benchmark
90%

20

20

20

Benchmark

Benchmark

Benchmark

88.7% of students
answered the
question(s) on the
comprehensive final
exam pertaining to
regression.

**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:
This was a start-up cycle

-�.

l '\
\J
SEP(Summary)V2
9-2016

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
Course Name: MAT 110

[Associate in Arts/Science]

Faculty: Bob lndrihovic
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended � Online D Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques
Course Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to model a real world application with a regression function
then make a prediction with it.

Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances: 87.5% were able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

Weaknesses in student performances: 12.5% were not able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

/--,,

\..___/
Recommended Action{s): The shortfall could be due to the hurricane that disrupted classes this semester and because
the department made the measurement from all exams and not just the exams of the students who passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

When Action will be implemented: In the next three-year cycle

.,...---

__

,

I

''--..___,./

SEP(Summary)VZ
9-2016

Daa
t Comoanson:
Measu rement
In st rument
Comprehensive
Final Exam

2016
Sprin2- Startup
Benchmark
90%

20

20

20

Benchmark

Benchmark

Benchmark

87.5% of students
answered the
question(s) on the
comprehensive final
exam pertaining to
regression.

**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:
This was a start-up cycle

.,--·-.

SEP{Summary)V2
9-2016

Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
Course Name: MAT 110

[Associate in_Arts/Science]

Faculty: Bob Indrihovic
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: 0 Traditional O Hybrid/Blended O Online O Web Facilitated IZl Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques
Course Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to model a real world application with a regression function

then make a prediction with it.

Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances: 91. l % were able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

,----)

/

· . _,)

Weaknesses in student performances: 8.9% were not able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

_

Recommended Action(s): The goal was achieved. Better results would have been achieved if the hurricane did not

disrupt classes this semester. Also, the department measured all exams and not just the exams of the students who passed the
course with a C or better.

When Action will be implemented: In the next three-year cycle

SEP(Summary)V2
9-2016

D ata Comnanson:
Measurement
Instrument
Comprehensive
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Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
Course Name: MAT 120

[Associate in Arts/Science]

Faculty: Bob Indrihovic
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: igi Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online D Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques
Course Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to model a real world application with a regression function
then make a prediction with it.

Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances: 86.1 % were able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

Wealmesses in student performances: 13.9% were not able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
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Recommended Action(s): The shortfall could be due to the hurricane that disrupted classes this semester and because

the department made the measurement from all exams and not just the exams of the students who passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

When Action will be implemented: In the next three-year cycle
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**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:
This was a start-up cycle
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Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
Course Name: MAT 120

[Associate in Arts/Science]

Faculty: Bob lndrihovic
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended 181 Online D Web Facilitated D Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques
Course Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to model a real world application with a regression function

then make a prediction with it.

Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances: 82.1 % were able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.
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Wealmesses in student performances: 17.9% were not able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.
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Recommended Action(s): The shortfall could be due to the hurricane that disrupted classes this semester and because
the department made the measurement from all exams and not just the exams of the students who passed the course with a
grade of C or better.

When Action will be implemented: In the next three-year cycle
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\answered the
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exam pertaining to
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**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Pr·evious Assessment Cycle:
This was a start-up cycle
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Florence-Darlington Technical College
Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed Report
)

Course Name: MAT 120

[Associate in Arts/Science]

'··--- ..--

Faculty: Bob Indrihovic
Semester(s) Reported: Fall 2016
Course Category: D Traditional D Hybrid/Blended D Online D Web Facilitated IZl Dual
Enrollment D DL
Program Student Learning Outcome: Forecast outcomes using appropriate mathematical techniques
Course Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to model a real world application with a regression function
then make a prediction with it.

Analysis of Results:
Strength in student performances: 93.5% were able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
pertaining to this.

Weaknesses in student performances: 6.5% were not able to answer the question(s) on the comprehensive final exam
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pertaining to this.
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Recommended Action(s): The goal was achieved. Better results would have been achieved if the hurricane did not

disrupt classes this semester. Also, the department measured all exams and not just the exams of the students who passed the
course with a C or better.

When Action will be implemented: In the next three-year cycle
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**Note Benchmark based on National Pass rate of boards.
Impact of Changes Implemented As a Result of Previous Assessment Cycle:
This was a start-up cycle
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